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A significant segment of public archaeology is connected to re-enacters who perform experiments thought 
to be ‘authentic’, i. e. representing the historical past as accurately as possible. These undertakings can 
rarely go beyond the reconstruction of elements of material culture and hardly challenge historical concep-
tions. Nevertheless, they are intriguing from a modern cultural point of view as representations of cultural 
heritage. The present piece concerns with such experiments carried out by Hungarian ‘Viking’ re-enacters. 
Viking re-enactment is popular all around the globe where countries can connect to a (global) Viking her-
itage of the late 8th to the mid-11th century, commonly known as the Viking Age. In the light of this, it is 
not evident for first glance why does interest among re-enacters develop towards Vikings in Hungary, a 
country with apparently no, or rather marginal relation to early medieval Scandinavian history, and where 
general public interest concerning the ancient past of the nation in a steppe nomadic milieu is dominating 
the re-enactor scene. Hungarian medieval re-enacters, however, started to include into their horizon the 
contemporaries of the Magyars as well, namely the Scandinavian Vikings, who were active participants in 
the history of Eastern Europe, usually known there by historical documents as the Rus’.
The ‘Eastern Viking’ or Rus’ heritage interestingly entered into a fusion with the Magyar past in the 
re-enacter world. This is reflected in two public archaeological experiments undertaken by Hungarian 
re-enacters; the construction of a public open-air-museum and a ‘Viking’ boat tour. It has also to be noted, 
however, that there are Viking re-enacters even in non-European countries like New Zealand, Peru or South 
Africa, although these are mostly marginal groups and their existence is better explained by a general glo-
balized fascination towards the Vikings, which similarly to Japanese samurais, or Caribbean pirates, can 
develop everywhere.
THE EMESE PARK AND THE VIKINGS
Viking and Magyar re-enactment co-exist in one of the open-air museums, the Emese Park, located at 
Szigethalom not far from Budapest. The park already signals its double Hungarian-European bonding with 
the name itself, which refers to the legendary mother of the ancient Hungarians; Emese, whilst it is also an 
abbreviation for ‘European Medieval Settlement’ (E-Me-Se).1 The museum village—as it is called on the 
website—is a fictional reproduction of a 10th-11th-century (or in certain details even later) Hungarian set-
tlement with a gate, earthwork fortifications, halls, stables and other buildings related to animal husbandry 
or craftworks. Built on the place of a former military base, it has no connection to any archaeological site. 
As similar institutions, the park is a product of public archaeology, which hosts events, guided tours and 
offers various activities to guests, whilst claiming authenticity when spreading knowledge in an entertain-
ing way.
However, the park has an eclectic (rather than a clear scientific) agenda. It is apparent, for instance, that 
in the park, elements of a Viking settlement can also be found. There used to be a small Viking stronghold 
in the park, Tyrkerborg, named after the character Tyrker featuring in the Icelandic Grœnlendinga saga, 
who is believed to be a Magyar nomad travelling with the Norsemen to America around the millennium 
(Pivány, 1903). No matter how this identification is valid from a scholarly point of view, according to 
popular culture it is still part of the fragmentary evidence which connects Hungarians with Vikings. One 
of the emblematic figures of Hungarian re-enactments and director of the Emese Park, Attila Magyar, 
1 http://www.emesepark.hu/html/magunkrol.html [Accessed: 09. 05. 2018]
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also bears the nickname, Tyrker. Although Attila 
is devoted to represent and reconstruct the ancient 
Hungarian past, he acknowledges that Vikings as 
contemporaries are essential parts of this heritage. 
As being one of the first among Hungarian re-enac-
ters, he recalls the appearance of the first ‘Hungar-
ian Vikings’ around the early years of the movement 
in the 1990s when the ‘Hungarian conquest period’ 
re-enacters realized the need for potential allies 
and enemies in order to reconstruct battles. Before 
the construction of the Emese Park, in 1999, they 
already built a Viking longhouse in an archaeolog-
ical park (EzüstFa Várudvar) in Budapest. Attila 
organizes many events connected to Vikings such as 
various annual gatherings at Szigethalom, including 
a so-called ‘Winter chasing’ at the end of February, 
boat tours, and the peculiar ‘Vikings and Magyars in 
St. Stephen’s court’ meeting2 (Fig. 1).
In 2007, the Norwegian ambassador to Vienna, 
Bante Angell-Hansen, and Iceland’s honorary con-
sul in Hungary, Ferenc Utassy, also visited the 
Emese Park to symbolically erect a carved column 
at the place of the Viking fort and a future Viking 
longhouse (Csordás, 2007). The presence of today’s 
representatives of the Nordic countries vividly 
illustrates the park’s decisive relation to the global 
Viking heritage. This is further testified by visiting 
groups of re-enactors from the Nordic countries in 
the last years.3 
For including the Vikings in medieval Hungarian 
cultural heritage, re-enacters make use of arguments 
formulated by modern researchers on the involvement of Rus warriors in the bodyguard of the first Hun-
garian rulers, Grand Prince Géza (972–997) and King Saint Stephen I (1000–1038) (cf. Katona, 2017a).
VIKING BOATS IN HUNGARY
The other theme connecting the Hungarian case with the Scandinavian experience is a small boat experi-
ment. In the Scandinavian countries there is a strong tradition of building Viking ship replicas for scientific 
and non-scientific reasons alike. In Hungary this is hardly the case and thus it feels remarkable that in the 
Emese Park, an inner lake, hosting boat tours to tourists on three replicated Viking ships, is also present 
(Fig. 2). The mixture of Viking-Magyar identity is further reflected in two of the ships’ names: Toportyán, 
referring to a Hungarian species of coyote, and Kalamóna, a powerful dragon mastering the wind in Hun-
garian mythology. Thus, the two Viking ships possess names culturally linked to Hungarian tradition. 
The two mentioned boats (7 and 11 meters long) participated in a smaller experiment when tested on a 
tour along the Csepel Island on the Danube in 2017. The boat tour lasted three days and completed 120km 
on the river, half of which was taken in headwind and upstream. The experiment, however, was testing the 
crews’ capacity and equipment rather than any scientific theories. Although the smaller Viking ship was 
2 Attila Magyar, personal communication, 2018.
3 Attila Magyar, personal communication, 2018.
Fig. 1. Re-enactment poster advertising the event 
‘Hungarians and Vikings in Saint Stephen’s court’.  
(Source: http://www.nemzetibulvar.hu/wp-content/
uploads/2012/09/emesepark2012.gif 
[Accessed 12 May, 2018])
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dragged on land on the way back to the park, which 
could be regarded as testing the transportability of 
Viking ships on terrestrial routes, the larger one—
measuring one ton—was hardly pulled up and put 
on a car which hauled it to the river and back. The 
experiment did not set out any scientific research 
questions to test, and no professional scholars 
(archaeologists or historians) were involved in the 
undertaking. The main results of the ‘Viking ship 
tour’ were rather important to the re-enacters them-
selves as a measurement of the hardships of such a 
journey during rowing, eating on board, suffering 
from bad weather, constructing camps on the river 
shores and sleeping outside at night.4
Similar experiments, although in a more schol-
arly manner were conducted in Hungary by a group of Swedish scholars and experimenters in 1985. 
The so-called Krampmacken expedition sailed down the Eastern European rivers, taking the Hungarian 
Bodrog and Tisza rivers down to the Danube to prove that Vikings were indeed able to travel with their 
own (small) boats from Scandinavia to Constantinople (EdbErg, 2009). The journey is lesser known 
by the Hungarian scholarly audience in spite of that 
the workers of the Jósa András Museum greeted the 
‘Swedish Vikings’ on the shores of the River Bodrog 
(Fig. 3). The experiment was started from the river 
Vistula and all in all took 131 days to complete, to 
which it should be added that the boat was pulled 
on land by a cart for 658 kilometres (nylén, 1987). 
Although the route taken by the Krampmacken is 
unattested in historical records and is unlikely to 
have been extensively used by the Vikings, the 
experiment provided a historically possible alterna-
tive to our existing knowledge on utilized Viking 
waterways in Eastern Europe (Katona, 2017b). 
Related attempts with the involvement of experts is 
so far lacking in the case of Viking re-enactment 
and experimental archaeology in Hungary, which 
are in initial phases concerning co-operation with 
academic research. Although notable achievements 
in this regard abroad also come from the side of scholars rather than the re-enactors 
(Price & MortiMer, 2014; Gardeła, 2016), Hungarian re-enactment is so far con-
fined to test steppe nomadic warfare techniques with limited results (igaz, 2007). 
Despite being a more scientifically articulated mission, the Swedish expedition is 
largely unknown in Hungary both in public and scientific circles. In contrast, ships 
of the Emese Park even feature on a lease in the popular British TV series, The Last 
Kingdom, pointing out the importance of such sites in influencing the public image 
of the historical past.
4 Csepel-sziget kerülő vikinghajózás, 2017. március 17–19. [Viking voyage around the Csepel Island, 17–19 March 2017] 
http://members.upc.hu/venczel.gabor1/hajotura.jpg. [Accessed: 24. 04. 2018]
Fig. 2. Hungarian Vikings rowing the waters in Emese Park. 
(Source: http://www.emesepark.hu/foto/14-keptar/12006339_
1051899798155098_1166011273298545322_n.jpg 
[Accessed 12 May, 2018])
Fig. 3. Brief article about the 
Krampmacken expedition in a 
Hungarian newspaper. 
(Source: Nagy 1985, p. 4.)
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